Cariprazine on Psychosis: Beyond Schizophrenia – A Case Series
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Abstract: Cariprazine is an atypical antipsychotic that has D2 and D3 partial agonism properties in addition to the usual 5-HT2A receptor antagonist action of second-generation antipsychotics. It has a distinctly higher affinity for D3 receptors, which is 10-fold higher than for D2 receptors. Cariprazine is also a 5-HT1A partial agonist, with a potential antidepressant effect. Cariprazine has been approved for treatment of both positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia and for treatment of bipolar disorder. It could potentially be used in depression as an add-on treatment. There are few data reporting effectiveness of cariprazine in the broader spectrum of psychosis. In this paper, the authors report three cases where cariprazine was used in the treatment of psychotic conditions other than schizophrenia, namely a first episode psychosis, a case of delusional disorder, and a case of a patient with borderline personality disorder and psychotic symptoms. The authors suggest that cariprazine may be effective in the treatment of psychosis in a broader sense and should be considered a first-line treatment option.
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Introduction

Psychotic disorders are a heterogeneous group of mental disorders characterized by delusions and/or hallucinations, affecting up to 3.4% of the population over a lifetime and having an estimated crude incidence of 21.4 per 100,000 person-years. They are amongst the most severe psychiatric disorders, spanning from schizophrenia and related disorders to bipolar disorder and severe forms of depressive disorders. Notwithstanding the importance of non-pharmacological interventions like cognitive-behavioral therapy and psychoeducation, antipsychotics are considered the mainstay of treatment for psychotic disorders. First-generation antipsychotics (FGA) and second generation antipsychotics (SGA) show equivalent efficacy but SGAs are better tolerated since they are relatively free of typical FGA side-effects like extrapyramidal symptoms or tardive dyskinesia. Nonetheless, SGAs are associated with metabolic side-effects such as weight gain and diabetes, leading to increased risk cardiovascular complications. Moreover, although antipsychotics with D2 receptor antagonism are effective in controlling positive symptoms they have a lower impact on other symptoms, namely negative symptoms, the latter significantly impacting functional outcomes. Newer SGAs like aripiprazole, brexipiprazole, and cariprazine are dopamine D2 receptor partial agonists, and have the advantage of causing less metabolic side-effects than other SGAs while potentially improving negative symptoms and cognitive function. A unique feature of partial agonists is that they elicit differential activities depending on the environment: they block receptors in the presence of agonists with higher intrinsic activity but themselves act as agonists. This property of the D2 partial agonists accounts for improvement of psychotic symptomatology with little or no adverse effects, such as extrapyramidal symptoms or hyperprolactinemia.
Cariprazine receptor profile includes partial agonism of D2 and D3 receptors with preferential binding to D3 over D2 receptors and also moderate histamine antagonism, low alfa-1a antagonism, and no significant affinity for muscarinic cholinergic receptors. Cariprazine is metabolized by CYP3A4 and to a lesser extent by CYP2D6 into two clinically relevant metabolites: desmethyl-cariprazine and didesmethyl-cariprazine, the latter having a longer half-life than cariprazine. Exposure to didesmethyl-cariprazine exceeded that of the parent drug. The long-life of this clinical active metabolite allows a once-a-day formulation and accounts for a lower risk of symptom exacerbation when a dose is missed when compared with shorter half-life drugs.

Cariprazine is approved in the European Union, the US, and Canada for the treatment of schizophrenia and in the US and Canada for bipolar disorder, and it has been shown to be effective in acute mania. It has also been shown to be effective in the treatment of unipolar depression due to its antidepressant effect. In schizophrenia, cariprazine has proved to be effective not only in the treatment of positive symptoms but also of negative symptoms, being the only antipsychotic to effectively tackle the latter, to date. Like other partial dopamine receptor agonists it has a low incidence of side-effects which are usually related to antipsychotic treatment, such as extrapyramidal effects, hyperprolactinemia and galactorrhoea, sedation and metabolic syndrome, as well as having a low impact on sexual function. The most common side-effects are akathisia and insomnia.

Although the use of cariprazine in the treatment of schizophrenia and affective psychosis is already supported by substantial evidence, there is only limited data documenting its effectiveness in other psychotic conditions such as persistent delusional disorder or the first episode psychosis and in psychotic symptoms associated with borderline personality disorder.

The first episode psychosis (FEP) is a critical life event that typically emerges during the sensitive developmental period of late adolescence and early adulthood. It has a significant impact on the individual’s life trajectory due to the cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dysfunction that implies, which significantly impacts social and occupational domains. Birchwood et al proposed the concept of a “critical period”, corresponding to the first 2–5 years after the first episode, considered an early phase where disability and long-term trajectories are formed. This concept provided the rationale of a new care paradigm for psychosis that emerged in the 1990s, focused on the early detection and specialized intervention with a goal of improving the early outcome for psychosis following the first episode. To prevent new psychotic episodes during the critical period, current consensus indicates that antipsychotics should be prescribed for 1–2 years after the first episode psychosis as follow-up studies showed that withdrawing antipsychotic treatment earlier led to a relapse rate of up to 75% within 12–18 months. A major cause of relapse, hospitalization, and increased risk of suicide after a first episode psychosis is non-adherence to antipsychotic treatment. Although non-adherence has many causes, lack of efficacy or poor tolerability of medication are modifiable factors which can be overcome by carefully considering the antipsychotic profile that most suits each patient.

Delusional disorder is a relatively rare psychotic illness, with a population prevalence around 0.03%. It is characterized by non-bizarre delusions with a plausible and possible content, as well as an absence of disorganized thought and negative symptoms characteristic of schizophrenia and deterioration. Hallucinations may be present at the beginning of the illness but are not dominant and are almost always absent during the whole course of the illness. Patients typically have a profound lack of insight and often avoid psychiatric care and antipsychotics. Antipsychotics represent the core of treatment, although lack of insight and nonadherence to treatment typically limit success, and it remains unclear whether certain agents are more effective than others.

A psychiatric condition usually less associated with psychotic symptoms is borderline personality disorder (BPD). BPD is conceptualized as a pervasive pattern of instability of interpersonal relationships, self-image, and affects, and marked impulsivity that begins by early adulthood and is present in a variety of contexts. Psychotic features in BPD are a long-known phenomenon. In fact, the name of the disorder itself was originally meant to describe patients who seemed to be on the border between neurosis and psychosis. Although current diagnostic criteria are mostly focused in emotional dysregulation or related features, it is estimated that 20–50% of patients with BPD experience psychotic symptoms. Psychotic symptoms in patients with BPD can broadly be divided into perceptual abnormalities and paranoid ideation, but there is currently no consensus on the phenomenology and severity of these experiences. Clinical definitions and operational diagnostic criteria suggest psychotic symptoms in BPD are usually transient or
pseudo-psychotic and stress-related. However, studies examining the nature of these symptoms show that a significant proportion of BPD patients experience auditory verbal hallucinations similar to schizophrenia or longer-lasting paranoid episodes.\textsuperscript{31,32} The existing findings give moderate support to the use of atypical antipsychotics in BPD patients with psychotic symptoms,\textsuperscript{33} but there is a need for further studies on the efficacy of antipsychotics and other interventions in such clinical situations.

Here the authors report three cases of successful treatment with cariprazine in three non-schizophrenic psychotic disorders, one of a young patient with first episode psychosis, another of an elder patient with persistent delusional disorder, and finally a case of a patient with BPD presenting with psychotic symptoms.

**Description of Cases**

**Case 1: First Episode Psychosis**
JC, a 22-year-old male patient, was referred to our Early Intervention in Psychosis (EIP) team by his General Practitioner (GP) doctor. At the first appointment in May 2021, he reported that, since the beginning of the year, he progressively developed persistent feelings of sadness, a tendency to isolation, a decay in self-care, loss of appetite, significant weight-loss, and suicidal ideation without a clear-cut plan. During the psychiatric assessment, in the context of exploring the occurrence of significant life-events and experiences that could have contributed to these symptoms and functional impairment, the patient initially associated his emotional and behavioral manifestations to the COVID-19 pandemic confinement. However, he then stated

I have lost control over my life in the last 5 months … they are constantly giving me instructions and putting me down … I can hear them all the time, even when I am alone! That’s why I feel nervous and sad about my life.

He then went on to describe the presence of distressing auditory-verbal hallucinations, mainly in the form of second person voices making depreciative comments and commanding him. Furthermore, he presented non-systematized persecutory delusions involving friends and colleagues and self-referential delusions of erotomaniac content about a famous rap singer, who allegedly sent him messages about their relationship through the lyrics of his songs. He also mentioned that a photo was published in a social network in which apparently both he and the famous rap singer appeared together, although he then admitted they had never been close to each other in any situation. Along with these psychotic symptoms, he developed symptoms of avolition with reduced interest in spending time with family or friends or performing pleasurable activities, leading to progressive social withdrawal. His academic performance was also impaired, having stopped attending university classes of the Management degree not only because of feeling suspicious about his colleagues but also because he was unable to maintain attention and concentration during classes.

A month before the first appointment with the EIP team, one of his close friends convinced him to have a consultation with his GP who prescribed him Risperidone 3 mg. According to his GP the patient presented a good clinical response with a reduction of psychotic symptoms, but developed significant side-effects of somnolence, bradykinesia, superior limb pill-rolling tremor, and hypotension. As a result, the patient decided to stop the treatment after a week. This led to worsening of the psychotic symptoms, and he reported that, during the week before the initial EIP assessment, “the voices were telling me I did not deserve to live and were telling me to harm myself”.

During our observation, we performed a psychometric evaluation using the Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS)\textsuperscript{34} and the Global Clinical Impression–Severity (CGI-S)\textsuperscript{35} scale for symptom and clinical assessment and the Personal and Social Performance scale (PSP)\textsuperscript{36} for functional assessment. The PANSS total score was 94 (Positive subscale =24; Negative subscale =26; General Psychopathology subscale =44), CGI-S global severity score was 5 (Markedly ill), and the PSP score was 45.

In terms of use of psychoactive substances, the patient acknowledged smoking cannabinoids daily since he went to university until 2 weeks before the initial appointment.

The patient did not have a personal history of psychiatric illness beyond the current episode. Family history of mental illness was also not identified.
Diagnostic workup to exclude non-psychiatric etiology of the described symptoms involved blood tests (general biochemistry, hemogram, coagulation, vitamin B12, folic acid, TSH, T4, autoimmunity panel), cranial CT, and EEG. All the complementary studies returned normal results.

Although the patient showed only partial insight into the pathological nature of his psychotic experiences, he was willing to try a new treatment given the significant distress caused by the symptoms. Therefore, cariprazine was prescribed in a rapid titration scheme up to 4.5 mg/day.

A follow-up evaluation was performed after 6 weeks. At that point the patient presented global remission of psychotic symptoms “the voices stopped … my thoughts are clearer, and I can focus”. When screened for possible treatment side-effects he denied having any “it seems almost as I’m not taking any medication”. He also exhibited improvement of his mood and emotions and reported having started to spend more time with family members and friends, doing physical exercise, and undertaking driving lessons for getting a license as a long-haul driver. This remarkable clinical and functional improvement was mirrored in the psychometric assessment, with a reduction of the PANSS total score to 50 (Positive subscale =10; Negative subscale =14; General Psychopathology subscale =25), a CGI-S score of 3 (Mildly ill), and a PSP score of 81 (Table 1).

Case 2: Persistent Delusional Disorder
The patient was a 70-year-old woman diagnosed with Persistent Delusional Disorder in 1977. She graduated as a medical doctor in 1975. The disease history started during her general residency year. The patient did not have any previous psychiatric history. She was raised in a strict conservative education and was married before graduating. She also had personality traits of sensitiveness, shyness, and rigidity of thought, with low openness to experience. The patient developed a sensitive-paranoid delusion during her general residency year after receiving a compliment from the ward director in a clinical meeting. After that episode, she started to worry about the possibility that her colleagues may think that she was having an affair with the director. These worries evolved quickly to a firm conviction that all her colleagues thought and gossiped about an affair between her and the ward director. The patient told her husband about these beliefs, and, after that, they consulted a psychiatrist who diagnosed her with a Delusional Disorder, sensitive-paranoid type. The patient never had other psychopathological phenomena, such as hallucinations or formal thought disorder. She has been functional in both professional and personal domains. She had and raised two children and specialized in Pathological Anatomy and worked in clinical and academic settings. Despite this, she has had some exacerbations from time to time that happened in different places where she worked, with different colleagues being the object of her delusion. She retired in 2013 and has been living in a small village with her husband since then. Between 1977 to 2018, she was treated with different oral antipsychotics such as haloperidol, pimozide, risperidone, olanzapine, and aripiprazole. Adherence to treatment was sparse, lasting only short periods of time, abandoning medication frequently due to self-perceived side-effects and subjective cognitive impairment, especially with first generation antipsychotics. From 2013 to 2018 she maintained treatment with aripiprazole 10 mg daily, considering that was the most well tolerated antipsychotic she had been prescribed with. However, in 2018 she stopped aripiprazole due to developing akathisia after a dose increment to 15 mg/day. She remained free of medication between 2018 and June 2020. In the beginning of 2020, she started a new relapse, developing the delusional belief that people of her village gossiped about her having an affair with a neighbor. She started to isolate herself at home, developing a reactive depressive episode with retardation, self-neglect, isolation, and emotional lability. She consulted a psychiatrist again because of the depressive symptoms. A detailed clinical history was collected at the appointment, confirming her previous diagnosis. The patient was very reluctant to start a new treatment with an antipsychotic due to her previous negative experiences. Treatment with cariprazine was proposed due to its similarity with aripiprazole, its established effectiveness in treating other psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia, its procognitive effect and, finally, its antidepressant effect. The patient accepted treatment with cariprazine and started with 3 mg daily in June 2020. She was evaluated in a new appointment after 1 month, showing important improvement of her clinical condition with resolution of depressive symptoms and with softening of her delusional beliefs and some insight improvement. Cariprazine dose was increased to 4.5 mg daily. The patient was assessed again in the following month. In this evaluation her delusional beliefs had nearly resolved, with a minor impact in her life. Accordingly, the CGI-S global severity dropped from a score of 5 (Markedly ill) before starting cariprazine to a score of 2 (Borderline...
## Table 1 | Summary of Clinical Cases and Comparison with Other Case-Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Clinical History</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Treatment Before Cariprazine</th>
<th>Psychometric Evaluation Before Cariprazine</th>
<th>Psychometric Evaluation After Cariprazine</th>
<th>Cariprazine Dose</th>
<th>Current Patient Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22-year-old male presenting auditory-verbal hallucinations; persecutory and reference delusions; avolition; secondary depressive symptoms; extrapyramidal symptoms; use of cannabis.</td>
<td>First episode non-affective psychosis</td>
<td>Risperidone</td>
<td>PANSS T =94; PSS =24; NSS =26; GPS =44; CGI-S =5 (Markedly ill); PSP =45</td>
<td>PANSS T =50; PSS =10; NSS =14; GPS =25; CGI-S =3 (Mildly ill)</td>
<td>4.5 mg</td>
<td>1.5 months follow-up: Clinical remission of positive, negative, affective, and cognitive symptoms; good psychosocial functioning (spends more time with family members and friends, does physical exercise and is undertaking driving lessons for getting a license as a long-haul driver).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70-year-old woman presenting sensitive-paranoid and reference delusions; poor treatment compliance due to side-effects.</td>
<td>Persistent Delusional Disorder</td>
<td>Haloperidol</td>
<td>CGI-S =5 (Markedly ill)</td>
<td>CGI-S =2 (Borderline mentally ill) (2 months)</td>
<td>4.5 mg</td>
<td>2 months follow-up: No delusional ideation; clinically stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22-year-old female presenting auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs); emotional instability; self-harm behaviors; anger outbursts; low self-esteem, and chronic feelings of emptiness.</td>
<td>Borderline Personality Disorder</td>
<td>Dialectical Behavior Therapy</td>
<td>CGI-S =5 (Markedly ill)</td>
<td>CGI-S =3 (Mildly ill) (4 weeks)</td>
<td>3 mg</td>
<td>1 month follow-up: Important reduction in the frequency of AVHs; cognitive improvement; less emotional instability features.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical History</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Treatment Before Cariprazine</th>
<th>Psychometric Evaluation Before Cariprazine</th>
<th>Psychometric Evaluation After Cariprazine</th>
<th>Cariprazine Dose</th>
<th>Current Patient Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coentre R et al, 2021</td>
<td>Case 1: 26-year-old male university student with a history of 8 weeks of clinical picture, characterized by disorganized thoughts and behavior, hypochondriac delusions, reference delusions, and insomnia; use of cannabis since 19 years-old, daily in the last 2 years. Admitted as an inpatient.</td>
<td>First episode non-affective psychosis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>PANSS T =78 (2 weeks)</td>
<td>3 mg</td>
<td>5 months follow-up: Clinically stable, returned to his studies at the university, and he is living with his girlfriend. Does not use cannabis since hospital discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 2: 28-year-old man with a history of non-affective FEP, diagnosed 3 years prior. His previous psychosis was characterized by persecutory and reference delusions and auditory hallucinations. Prior to FEP, he had about 1 year of social withdrawal and a sudden interest in philosophy and psychology; history of cannabis use since he was 21 years old; hospitalized in a psychiatric ward for about 4 weeks.</td>
<td>First episode non-affective psychosis</td>
<td>Aripiprazole Paliperidone</td>
<td>PANSS NSS =28 (6 months)</td>
<td>4.5 mg</td>
<td>36 months follow-up: The patient is using cannabis with a sporadic frequency (once every 6 months). He started a new relationship and is working at a shop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 3: 32-year-old female with a history of about 12 weeks of a clinical picture characterized by persecutory delusions and auditory hallucinations were accompanied by psychotic anguish and emotional lability; a history of hypercholesterolemia; the mother of the patient had been diagnosed with schizophrenia.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>PANSS T =74 (2 weeks)</td>
<td>3 mg</td>
<td>12 months follow-up: Showed improvement with complete remission of psychotic symptoms with no significant side-effects and adhering to antipsychotic treatment. She also returned to her job.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
50-year-old male underwent emergency treatment for acute psychosis (delusions and hallucinations) in a psychiatric hospital and received haloperidol. The patient experienced extrapyramidal side-effects in the post hospital phase – acute dystonia, parkinsonism, dysarthria, and akathisia – and was rehospitalized and treatment switched to Cariprazine.

**First Episode of Schizophrenia (FES)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taube M et al, 2021</th>
<th>50-year-old male underwent emergency treatment for acute psychosis (delusions and hallucinations) in a psychiatric hospital and received haloperidol. The patient experienced extrapyramidal side-effects in the post hospital phase – acute dystonia, parkinsonism, dysarthria, and akathisia – and was rehospitalized and treatment switched to Cariprazine.</th>
<th>First Episode of Schizophrenia (FES)</th>
<th>Haloperidol Olanzapine</th>
<th>CGI-S =3 (Mildly ill) (*CGI-S =6 before treatment with haloperidol)</th>
<th>CGI-S =2 (Borderline mentally ill) (4 weeks)</th>
<th>3 mg initially and increased to 6 mg</th>
<th>12 months follow-up: Fully functional with no positive or negative symptoms in the amotivation domain. However, a diminished capacity to express feelings is mildly pronounced.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant JE and Chamberlain SR, 2020</td>
<td>42-year-old divorced man with a history of a long-lasting pattern of unstable relationships, feelings of rage and depression, anger outbursts, severe anxiety, reckless, chronic feelings of emptiness, low self-esteem.</td>
<td>Borderline Personality Disorder</td>
<td>Dialectical Behavior Therapy Olanzapine</td>
<td>ZRSBPD =18 (7 months)</td>
<td>ZRSBPD =8 (7 months)</td>
<td>3 mg initially and increased up to 6 mg</td>
<td>7 months follow-up: Less anxiety, less moodiness, no anger outbursts, and no impulsive behaviors. “No longer wakes up angry” and has no urges to engage in his previous reckless behaviours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** T, Total; P, Positive symptom subscale; N, Negative symptom subscale; G, General Psychopathology subscale; CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression – Severity; PSP, Personal and Social Performance scale; ZRSBPD, Zanarini Rating Scale for Borderline Personality Disorder.
mentally ill) after 2 months of treatment (Table 1). She tolerated cariprazine very well with no mention of side-effects, remaining stable since then.

**Case 3: Borderline Personality Disorder**

MC, a 21-year-old university law student, came to a first appointment at a private psychiatric outpatient clinic referred by her psychologist who followed her for a clinical picture of borderline personality disorder. She reported having difficulties in maintaining concentration during classes as her attention was diverted by frequent experiences of “voices of other people making negative comments about me”, compatible with auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH). Although AVHs first presented when MC was 16 years, they were not continuous, and their intensity was higher during periods of greater anxiety. Nonetheless, MC had good insight to these phenomena, recognizing “they sound real, but I know they are a product of my head”. In addition, MC referred sometimes to having thoughts that “other people are saying bad things about me”, especially when those people do not give her the attention, she considers necessary, perceiving their attitude as they are abandoning her when she most needs. This in turn leads to feelings of rage and depression as well as anger outbursts that often result in loss of friendships or the end of relationships. MC describes that when relationships come to an end, she is “filled with overwhelming emotional pain” which only has some relief when she performs self-harm behaviors like doing small cuts on her arms. She recognized placing high expectations in relationships and becoming enamored of people very quickly and very intensely as a way of dealing with her low self-esteem and chronic feelings of emptiness that have been present for as long as she could remember.

Psychiatric assessment concluded that the patient met the DSM-5 criteria for BPD. Differential diagnosis included major depressive disorder with mixed features, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia spectrum disorders. The first two diagnostic hypothesis were ruled out as the pattern of interpersonal problems that MC described was longstanding and the mood symptoms were triggered by interpersonal conflicts. Schizophrenia and related disorders were excluded since, beyond AVHs, other symptoms necessary to meet diagnostic criteria were not present and AVHs were not present continuously or reached a duration threshold for diagnosis. Moreover, use of psychoactive substances was denied by the patient and therefore a diagnosis of substance-induced psychosis as an explanation for the occurrence of AVHs was excluded. Diagnostic hypothesis of a comorbid psychotic disorder due to a medical condition was excluded since symptoms or signs of systemic disease were absent.

At the time of presentation, MC was not under any pharmacological treatment. Ongoing treatment included individual third generation cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy (dialectical behavioral therapy) started 1 year before. The patient acknowledged having acquired more adequate coping strategies to deal with periods of intense negative emotional states, reporting that self-harm behaviors now occurred very rarely. However, she described still having significant emotional fluctuation and no improvement in what was concerned with the frequency or impact of AVHs. Treatment with cariprazine 3 mg once every day was prescribed. A month later, MC reported an important reduction in the occurrence of AVHs, allowing her to concentrate better during university classes. In addition, she described having less moodiness and no anger outbursts. This meant a reduction of the CGI-S global severity from a score of 5 (Markedly ill) before starting cariprazine to a score of 3 (Mildly ill) after 4 weeks of treatment (Table 1). Cariprazine was well tolerated as MC denied any adverse effect.

**Discussion**

Psychotic disorders have different clinical presentations. Nonetheless, positive, negative, affective, and cognitive symptoms are frequently present, although their preponderance may vary. Consequently, treatment approaches to any psychotic disorder must consider the need to target different types of symptoms. Cariprazine’s unique pharmacological profile makes it a multimodal antipsychotic with an efficacy that extends beyond psychotic symptoms per se, also improving negative, cognitive, and depressive symptoms, allowing to optimize treatment response. This broad therapeutic effect that reaches different symptoms may be important to create a positive impression of treatment which will eventually favor adherence.

In the case of the patient with first-episode psychosis, cariprazine did not only improve positive symptoms but also negative, cognitive, and depressive symptoms. This efficacy on negative and cognitive symptoms has been associated
with partial agonism and greater affinity for D3 over D2 receptors, which is a distinctive mechanism of cariprazine amongst other D2 partial agonists.\(^4^9\) In addition, notwithstanding that reduction of psychotic symptoms may have ameliorated the affective state, we can also hypothesize that the drug’s affinity with 5HT1A receptors also contributed to improving the patient’s mood.\(^4^0\) This treatment outcome is in agreement with previous trials and meta-analyses that demonstrated the efficacy of cariprazine in acute exacerbations of schizophrenia, with improvement of the PANSS total score, positive and negative subscale scores, and CGI score.\(^4^1^–^4^3\)

Tolerability must also be considered a key determinant in the choice of treatment in the early stages of psychotic disorders as it appears to significantly influence adherence, which in turn exerts a fundamental role in the course of these disorders.\(^4^4^,^4^5\) Similarly to a recent case report,\(^1^9\) in case 1, cariprazine was as effective but without the side-effects caused by the antipsychotic drug previously used, restoring the patient’s trust in treatment, which can be crucial for a successful treatment outcome (Table 1). In agreement, a recent case-series reported the use of cariprazine in early psychosis, showing that low doses of cariprazine were effective in treating positive and negative symptoms in FEP patients and were well tolerated. This is significant since FEP patients are drug-naïve and are usually sensitive to antipsychotic side-effects. Therefore, cariprazine’s effectiveness and tolerability make it an ideal drug in FEP, when the choice of first treatment can determine the course of the illness and treatment adherence.

Delusional disorder is a generally difficult to treat condition, mostly due to poor patient insight and consequent nonadherence to treatment. On the other hand, there is a lack of evidence-based treatment which sometimes makes the medical choice difficult. In fact, the available literature concerning treatment of delusional disorder is limited mostly to case reports and small case-series.\(^4^6\) Antipsychotics are usually the treatment of choice, with about 35% responding.\(^4^7\) Older literature suggests that this condition responds better to specific types of antipsychotics, such as pimozide or haloperidol. However, most recent evidence points out that all antipsychotics are equally effective.\(^4^8\) There are several reports of delusional disorder successful treatment with atypical antipsychotics such as risperidone,\(^4^9\) olanzapine,\(^5^0\) paliperidone,\(^5^1\) and aripiprazole.\(^5^2\) In addition, there are some reports of successful treatment with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and clomipramine in monotherapy or in association with atypical antipsychotics, as some serotoninergic deficit may be involved in delusional disorder.\(^5^3\) Noticeably, cariprazine also increases serotonin signaling in 5-HT1A receptors, suggesting why it may have a positive effect in this conditions improvement. To our knowledge, there are no other previous reports of delusional disorders treated with cariprazine. We chose cariprazine due to its antipsychotic action, to patient’s previous good response to antipsychotics, to its similarity with aripiprazole (the best tolerated antipsychotic by this patient before), less potential side-effects than other antipsychotics used by the patient in the past which compromised adherence to treatment, and to its well documented antidepressant effect (the patient had also depressive symptoms secondary to psychotic symptoms). Our patient had a dramatic improvement after treatment with cariprazine, showing no side-effects, maintaining to date adherence to treatment and clinical gains. Therefore, we think that cariprazine should be considered the treatment of choice for delusional disorder.

In the third clinical case, the effectiveness of cariprazine in controlling auditory verbal hallucinations in the context of BPD suggests it merits consideration as a valid treatment option for psychotic symptoms associated with BPD. Moreover, in agreement with a recent case report,\(^2^0\) cariprazine has shown a potential benefit in improving the typical emotional dysregulation and behavioral features of BPD. Although the neurobiology of BPD is not well understood, it appears to involve dysfunctions in the serotoninergic and dopaminergic systems.\(^5^4^,^5^5\) Partial agonism at the dopamine D2 and D3 receptors and serotonin 5-HT1A receptor places cariprazine in a pivotal position to improve both psychotic symptoms and symptoms in the spectrum of emotional instability of BPD.

Overall, the three cases reported demonstrate the efficacy of cariprazine, not only in inducing remission of psychotic symptoms but also of other clusters of symptoms. Importantly all three patients recovered their functioning to normal levels. Tolerability was also remarkably favorable in the three clinical cases. Akathisia, the most frequent side-effect associated with cariprazine as well as anticholinergic, anti-adrenergic, antihistaminergic, and metabolic side-effects commonly caused by antipsychotics were not observed. This lower propensity for extrapyramidal and metabolic side-effects of cariprazine has been proposed to be a result from its distinct receptor binding properties of partial agonism at
dopamine D2/D3 receptors, preferential binding to D3 receptors, and partial agonism at serotonin 5-HT1A receptors. Such a favorable global profile makes cariprazine an advantageous option for treatment of psychotic disorders.

**Conclusion**

Our three clinical cases showed the effectiveness of cariprazine in psychotic conditions other than schizophrenia with an excellent tolerability. Therefore, cariprazine should be considered for treatment of psychotic conditions in a broader sense, beyond schizophrenia. We emphasize that the promising findings reported here must be confirmed in additional studies performed in a larger number of patients.

**Abbreviations**

US, United States; 5-HT, serotonin receptor; D, dopamine receptor; mg, milligram; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; GCI-S, Clinical Global Impressions Scale; PSP, Personal and the Social Performance Scale; ECG, electrocardiogram; EEG, electroencephalography; TSH, Thyroid Stimulant Hormone; T4, Thyroxine; BPD, Borderline Personality Disorder; LAI, Long Acting Injectable; FGA, First Generation Antipsychotic; SGS, Second Generation Antipsychotic; FEP, First Episode Psychosis; EIP, Early Intervention in Psychosis; GP, General Practitioner; CT, Cranial Tomography; COVID-19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; AVH, auditory verbal hallucinations; DSM-5, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition.
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